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Scientists distinguish species of needle fish from one another based on small morphological
differences. The shape of the beak, markings on the body, length and shape of the caudal fin as well as
colouration, pigmentation, length of pectoral fins, number of rays in the fin and so on are examples of
such morphological features.
Vernacular names of mural often do not overlap with these scientific distinctions between different
species of fish. For instance, the local name belt mural refers to the species known to fisheries scientists
as Ablennes hains which has distinct bands through the length of its body. However, for species that do
not have very clear distinctions a more generic name is used. For instance, the kalinga mural refers to
fish that belong to the scientific genus Strongylura but in contemporary times no further distinction is
M this genus. Experienced fishers oftMen make fine distinctions between species,
but unless these distinctions are identified and passed on to newer generations of fishers, traders and
other actors involved in fisheries, such information is likely to get coarser as time passes on.
Aarthi Sridhar is Trustee and Programme Head, Dakshin Foundation and a doctoral candidate at the
University of Amsterdam.
Umeed Mistry is an award-winning photographer and PADI Staff Instructor.
For more stories on the Palk Bay, see our book Knowing the Palk Bay produced with funding support
from the German BMUB through the GiZ. For a copy, write to admin@dakshin.org
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a day in the life Shweta Basnett

FLOWERS AT THE ROOF OF THE
WORLD – THE PLANT AT THE
HEART OF HIMALAYAN LIFE
When I am at my study site, every day begins with a wake-up
alarm call at 4.45 AM. I sneak a quick look outside the window
and observe the sky to plan for my day’s work. A clear blue
sky suggests an exciting day ahead. I work in Kyongnosla
Alpine Sanctuary, between 3200m and 4200m above sea
level. This high elevation region in Sikkim is home to many
flowering plants, among them the colourful Rhododendrons
that are world famous for their stunningly beautiful flowers.
These trees are not only a visual
extravaganza, a resource for the heart
and soul, but they also provide the
physical resources equally vital for life.
They are cover for many wild animals
such as goral, Himalayan black bear,
red fox, yellow-throated martin, red
panda, and the iconic snow leopard. They

provide nectar and pollen to many birds
and several tiny insects. One can also
see pika (a small rodent resembling a
rabbit), musk deer, and other ungulates
feeding on the Rhododendron flowers. In
addition, the leaves and flowers of some
Rhododendrons are used for making
incense and wine. Supporting so many
life forms, as well as the local economy,
no wonder they are called the “tree of
souls” of this region. In my research, I
study 10 Rhododendron species. I am
especially interested in understanding
the timings of events such as budding,
flowering and fruiting of these plants and
the role played by climate and pollinators
in those events. I record the dates when
the Rhododendrons produce buds and
flowers, and then later I record the dates
when they produce fruits and seeds. I also
observe the pollinators of various shapes

and sizes who come to
visit the Rhododendron
flowers.
The flowering of
Rhododendrons in
Kyongnosla starts
during early May when
the temperature rises,
melting the snow cover
in this region. I start my
daily trek with my field
assistant, Sonam, at 5:10
AM and reach the closest
field site in an hour. When
the ground is under nearly
2 to 3 feet of snow it is

impossible to recognize the
usual trails. That is when
Sonam’s advice to observe
the footprints of wild
animals, and especially of
the Himalayan black bear,
comes in handy. Yes, bears
always help us discover
the right path there and
back! As we climb higher
into the mountains we are
welcomed by cold winds,
and freezing weather.
As the temperature
starts dropping, our
fingers become numb,
making it tough to enter
observations in our
notebooks. However,

Sonam always has
suggestions to survive
in the chilly weather. He
knows the location of
caves and other warm
areas inside the forest,
and we light a fire with
dry leaves, even though
it barely lasts for a few
minutes. But in spite of
this harsh weather, we are
among the lucky few who
can enjoy the breathtaking
views of the valleys full of
flowers and the clear blue
sky, surrounded by the
third highest peak in the
world.
The climbing, altitude,
and cold all mean that this

Sunita Rao feature

can be hungry work. And just like us,
plants need food to survive here too.
Their food is in the form of rain water,
sunlight and nutrients from the soil.
But unlike us, plants cannot move in
search of food or favourable conditions.
So they wait for the time when the
conditions are right for them to grow
and produce leaves and flowers. Before
they can produce seeds, most plants
must first be pollinated. This means
that they must have pollen from other
flowers of the same plant as well as
other individuals of the similar plant
type delivered to them by more mobile
species. In the case of Rhododendrons,
birds act as pollinators at lower
elevations, where it is slightly warmer,
while insects such as bumblebees
pollinate Rhododendrons that grow
higher up, near the mountaintops. This
is because many birds cannot withstand
the very cold temperatures that
bumblebees can. These bees have hairy
bodies, which helps them cope with the
extreme cold temperatures.
I am finding that temperature is the main
thing that determines the flowering time
of Rhododendrons. Rhododendrons
wait for the right temperature conditions
before they flower. This starts around
May at lower elevations, and can be
as late as June as you go higher up the
mountains. This is also the time when
the numbers of pollinators, such as birds
and bees, are greatest.
These plants are highly adapted to
the extremes of their mountain home.
In fact, if conditions were to get

“T” FOR TUBER AND
T UBERS FOR TEA
Lakshmi Siddi lives deep in the thick, evergreen forests of the Western Ghats of
India, in a region called the Malnad. Her home is located on a little lip of land
sticking out of a forested slope. She and her family have an orchard and kitchen
garden that they tend. A stream flows by at the bottom of her land, where her son
and his friends often go to catch fish using bamboo traps. This is an idyllic setting,
but tough since you have to hike many kilometres to get to the nearest bus stop to
go anywhere. When the monsoon rain comes lashing down, you also have to deal
with blood sucking leeches.

‘easier’, this could actually cause them
problems. For example, if temperatures
increase with climate change, then
these Rhododendrons might start to
flower earlier. If that happens they
might not meet their pollinators. If
plant and pollinator are out of sync, then
both suffer. This could have important
implications!
The future for the species that live in
this high altitude world is uncertain and
we still have a lot to learn. I hope that
through my work I may be able to uncover
some of the mysteries of life at the heart
of this mountain realm.

Shweta Basnett is a PhD
student at ATREE and is interested in
Evolutionary Biology. She is studying
the flowering phenology of high altitude
Rhododendrons and its interaction with
the pollinators.
Illustrations: Mohavi Mohandas

Hardly any sunlight reaches
Lakshmi’s forest food garden and
she cannot grow the usual range of
vegetables that need a lot of direct
sunshine. But she does have some
hidden treasures in there that live
and grow underground. They make
it from her garden to her kitchen,
becoming part of the delicious foods
that Lakshmi cooks and loves to
serve her family and friends. These
underground denizens are tubers
which are an important part of the
local cuisine.
Tubers thrive in the shade, are
very hardy and are both tasty and
nutritious. There is a huge diversity
of tubers and they come in a variety of
shapes and sizes.
When tubers are mentioned, many
of us only think of potatoes and stop
there. The truth is that we have more
native tubers in India than we might

Lakshmi Siddi’s Arbi YumYum

institution of scientists
dedicated to discovering
more about them — the
Central Tuber Crop Research Institute in Kerala.

“I am not sure how old this recipe is, where it came from or how it survived this long.
I do know though that generations of children and grandchildren have enjoyed this
dish. I hope the kids reading this try it out for themselves and tell us their experience.”

Traditional version

So, the next time you are
near a sabziwallah or the
market, do look for these
marvellous vegetables and
try them out at home. You
and your family may be in
for some nice surprises.

•
•
•

Roast the tubers on live coals so they get cooked from the inside and the outer
charred skin easily comes off.
Add salt and tamarind
Add pepper or chilly powder (optional)
Ingredients:

Enjoy!

Note: Roasting preserves the nutrition and
taste better than boiling the tubers and
throwing away the water. Tamarind helps
break down the calcium oxalate crystals in
arbhi that cause your throat to itch.

Lakshmi says that arbi makes delicious
bondas when dipped in a chickpea flour
(besan) batter to which salt, chilly powder,
tamarind, and other spices have been added.

Wanted: Tuber Chefs

Have a tuber recipe to share? Send
it to us and you may find yourself
starring in a Tuber Cook Book
that is being created by Lakshmi
and her friends. All selected
contributors will get a copy of
the Tuber Recipe booklet when it
comes out! Please do give us the
name of the tuber and exactly how
you cook it when writing in.

t

Tam

Colocasia

(Arbi in Hindi):
small, round
variety about 250g
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Maithili Panikar
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•

Boil the arbi in water
Drain and peel
Shallow fry till roasted and crisp in
some oil and add salt, pepper/chilly
powder and tamarind to taste.
Some people add turmeric, jeera and
coriander seed powder too.
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•
•
•
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Present version

illy

In the meanwhile, in
Lakshmi’s part of the
planet, where the forests
and rivers are still healthy
and human communities
are closely connected to
nature, tigers occasionally
roam where tubers dare to
grow!

Ch

of Bengaluru. They
participated in a seed and
food festival there called
the Malnad Mela. They
had a splendid time with
visitors, who learned all
they could from these
mistresses of tubers.
Lakshmi and Renuka
felt it was important for
them to make people
see that tubers are an
If you want to get totally
important food source for
tubered, consider Taro
the present and future.
(Colocasia or Arbi) of
They were eager to help
which at least 10 varieties people remember again
grow where Lakshmi
a forgotten food and to
lives, Elephant Foot
encourage them to put
Yam (Amorphophallus
it back on their menus.
species), Tapioca, Sweet
When the women did a
Potato, wild Arrowroot,
tally of their earnings,
Turmeric and Ginger.
they had made Rs. 11,000
And these are just some of in two days. A wellthe possibilities. Tubers
deserved, handsome
provide generously too.
amount for providing
Some yams, for example, wholesome, down to
may look like a simple,
earth goodness and
little plant above ground, wisdom to people
but this could be just the
before it is lost
visible part of a huge, 6
forever.
foot long underground
giant, branching out in
In this age
all directions, almost like of climate
octopus arms!
change, unpredictable rains,
In a bid to make tubers
and environmental unmore popular and people
certainties, tubers could
aware of their goodness,
provide a vital solution
Lakshmi and her friend
to food crises. The value
Renuka recently carried
of tubers is so high that
two sackfuls to the city
there is even a separate

Maithili Panikar

have ever imagined. Each
of them is special and can
be made into countless
dishes. Move over potato
chips and aloo gobi. Enter
with pride tuber biryani,
tuber sambar, tuber
sabzi, chutney and puran
poli, tuber raitha, papad,
pickle and chips. Even
tuber ice cream!
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21st September 2017
I am on my way to Barcelona.
If I squint I may just see the
chimneys that signal the entrance
to the city, but I know it’s just
my imagination – the city is still
an hour away. The train from
the provincial town of Blanes
to the metropolis traces the
Mediterranean coastline, a sleeper
-and-iron transect that wanders
along its beaches and coves. After
every big storm, the sand from
the beaches has to be cleared
from the tracks. This railway line
would violate every one of our
coastal regulation zone (CRZ)
rules in India. This is Spain. The
track was constructed a long time
ago. It probably violated many
environmental guidelines back
then. It was built anyway. The
journey is undeniably lovely.
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Barcelona is in ferment. The
Catalans are demanding
a referendum. They want
nationhood. A separation
from the idea of Spain and a
recognition of their autonomous
economy, culture, identity and
history. Yesterday they took to
the streets. The government
in Madrid, in a ham-handed
provocation, sent in the central
police force to arrest and
grill Catalan bureaucrats for
colluding with the separatists.
It didn’t help that this was the
same police force set up by the
repressive dictatorship of Franco.
The Catalans, in protest, took
to the streets, pouring out of
their houses carrying flags of an
independent Catalonia, flowers

to hand to the police, pots and
pans, righteous indignation.
They encircled the administrative
buildings with loud protests. The
police could only leave when, past
midnight, the masses granted
them safe passage.
Dissent as democracy.
I live with a Catalan nationalist.
She is a strong believer in the
idea of a separate nation. I have
watched how, over the last
decade, her vague dissatisfaction
has grown to a more focused
indignation and a sharp anger
at the increasingly authoritarian
handling of the Catalan question.
So yesterday, when she heard of
the protests in the city, it was the
most natural thing to leave work
mid-sentence, jump into the car,
and drive the 140 km to Barcelona
to add her voice to the throng.
Standing with her in the crowded,
angry square,
watching a
large banner
welcoming us to
the self-declared
Republic of
Catalonia being
unfurled on a
nearby building,
I felt a sense
of profound
disconnection.
How was I to
relate to this?
The Catalans
have their
political heroes,
their ideological
wise men and

women who show them the way.
They may bicker over the little
things, but they stand together on
the important things. They seem
to have a plan. And the Catalans
believe them. When they call,
the Catalans rise up to dissent.
Change, they are assured, will
come. A bright new future awaits,
just there, past the next legal
hurdle.
While one part of me envies this
fervent energy, another - the
resigned realist - cannot help
smiling at the powerful belief
the Catalans rest in their leaders.
Our own experience in India tells
how little our belief in politicians
really brings. We are not ruled
by a Franco - at least not yet.
Still, we know better. Politicians
of every stripe are an amoral,
self-interested bunch of crooked
power-brokers. The only thing
that separates a good politician
from a bad one is her ability to
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